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          Hello there! I’m      pleased you’ve decided to take 

a look inside this fabulous, fantastic, super-fun, 

     brilliantly             book – you’ll be very glad you did!

         I have an absolutely                                story 

           to share with you, and all the                    in 

this book will help me to  tell  you all about it.

If you get really, really           , there are a few answers 

hiding at the back, but don’t give up too soon. I am 

convinced that you have a very clever, thinky, puzzly sort  

of brain – so if you          it well you’ll get there in the end.

Don’t be                   of writing in this book, 
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you absolutely , and you’ll probably find it 

tricky to solve the if you don’t. 

And actually, wherever there is a         bit of white space 

– colour it in! Make this book your  own  – decorate it, draw

in it, colour it,                 it! Now – I don’t know if you 

know, but this book is actually a tiny, weeny mini-version 

of my                 I’ve tried to pick out all the bits you

need to see how the story goes, but if you want to know more, 

if you want to hear the  whole  story, you can read it here:

       , and did you know that  my  story, 

the story in this                  book, can be 

found in the Bible itself (but without the puzzles!)? The

Bible is just a collection of books that

tell God’s                story – and  my  story is just a little

part of his even bigger story! That’s super awesome – right? 

– I                   it’s over to you now and 

I’ll be there to talk you through it as we go…

Look, here’s a bit                 of that white space I was 

talking about – colour it in! Maybe you could draw a picture 

of          reading this book and using your thinky, puzzly brain…

sto ry.

PS: Look out for all the fish
 biscuits hiding                     . 

See how many you can find! When you’re convinced you’ve 

    found them all, get online and tell us your answer at 

www.diaryofadisciple.org.uk. You might just            yourself

a special Diary of a Disciple prize!
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